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ABSTRACT We propose a novel algorithm to dimension the backup elements in an optical metro network,
by considering the adoption of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and wireless interfaces to realize backup
wireless links. Our key idea is to efficiently find the set of node pairs that have to be connected by means of
multi-hop UAV-based wireless links, which are selected based on the simulation of multiple disaster events.
Results, obtained over a set of meaningful scenarios, demonstrate that our solution can greatly reduce the total
installation costs compared to a naive approach, which is instead solely tailored to the restoration of the disrupted
links in a given disaster scenario.
Keywords: Network design, UAV, Optical metro networks, Disaster management
1. INTRODUCTION
Optical metro networks are susceptible to a multitude of disasters (e.g., earthquakes, flooding), which can
affect a substantial part of their infrastructure. Even if undamaged parts of the network may still be functional
after a disaster event, the full recovery of a damaged optical network may take several days or weeks, thus
impacting the performance levels provided to users during the reparation time [1].
The deployment of backup infrastructure is the traditional approach to face the damages brought by disaster
events. In the context of metro networks, backup optical equipment is installed in addition to the devices that are
used to serve the users in normal conditions. Clearly, this solution tends to notably increase the total installation
costs compared to the case in which no backup elements are adopted [2], [3].
Recently, the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has received great attention in several applications,
including radio communications and search-and-rescue operations after disaster events (see e.g., [4], [5], [6],
[7]). In this work, we consider the deployment of UAVs to realize backup connectivity in optical metro networks.
Compared to other solutions, which require e.g., the installation of fixed links and fixed devices, the adoption
of UAVs introduces several advantages, including cost reduction, flexibility, and easy installation. As a result,
by leveraging the UAV capabilities, it is possible to design reliable, resilient and quickly deployable emergency
communications network for disaster relief.
The main contributions of this paper are two-fold. Firstly, we define an optical metro architecture where
wireless interfaces and UAVs are used as backup devices. Secondly, we propose a novel heuristic to: i) select
the subset of optical nodes that have to be connected by means of UAV-based wireless backup links, and ii)
dimension each wireless link in terms of required number of wireless interfaces and UAVs.
Our results, obtained by considering a realistic metro network and different technologies to provide UAV-
based wireless connectivity, show that the proposed approach is able to perform consistently better (in terms
of total costs and number of installed devices) compared to a solution targeting solely the replacement of the
disrupted optical links with wireless ones. In particular, we demonstrate that the savings are gained thanks to
the wise selection of backup links done by our approach, which in turn triggers the reduction of the number of
deployed UAVs and wireless interfaces.
2. UAV-BASED OPTICAL METRO ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 1 reports the considered UAV-based optical metro architecture. More in detail, the wired topology includes
optical nodes that are connected by means of optical links. When a wireless link has to be installed over a given
pair of nodes, the node pair has to be equipped with Radio Optical Interfaces (ROIs) and Radio Interfaces (RIs),
in order to establish the two endpoints of the wireless link. Since the distance between the nodes in a metro
network is far to be negligible, the wireless connectivity is assured thanks to the exploitation of a sequence of
UAVs Base Stations (UAV-BSs), which are equipped also with RIs and act as relay nodes for the two endpoints
of the wireless link.
The design of a UAV-based disaster relief infrastructure, as defined by the architecture in Fig. 1, needs to
take into account the following key aspects. First of all, the ROIs and RIs that are deployed at the optical nodes
have to be installed and configured before the disasters. Therefore, the problem of selecting the subset of nodes
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Figure 1: UAV-based optical metro architecture.
hosting ROIs and RIs is of crucial importance. Second, although the UAVs can be dynamically deployed after
selecting the set of wireless links, the total number of such devices, as well as the RIs on board of them should
be carefully take into account, by considering the amount of traffic that need to be sustained by each wireless
link, as well as the maximum distance between RIs over the multi-hop wireless link.
In this scenario, an additional important aspect that has to be taken into account is how the routing is handled
upon the occurrence of a disaster in a UAV-based optical metro architecture. By carefully routing the traffic
over the optical links that have not been disrupted, in fact, it is possible to reduce both the number of wireless
links and their amount of carried traffic, which is in turn beneficial to the reduction of the total costs for the
considered UAV-based optical metro architecture.
3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we present the proposed heuristic, named UAV-based Disaster Relief Design (UAV-DRD).
The objective of UAV-DRD is to minimize the total costs involved in deploying the infrastructure necessary for
the disaster relief. For the sake of simplicity, the costs are expressed as a function of the total number of ROI,
RI and UAVs.
More formally, we assume a metropolitan optical network denoted by a graph G(N,L) with N = |N | optical
nodes and L = |L| optical links. Let us denote with D(i, j) the Euclidean distance between i ∈ N and j ∈ N .
Let Γ(i, j) be the traffic between nodes i and j. Let S be the set of disaster scenarios after which the disaster
relief infrastructure should be designed. Each disaster scenario s ∈ S contains a set of Ls ⊂ L links that are
disrupted by the disaster, i.e., upon disaster s, the network graph can be denoted as G(N,L \ Ls). The set
Ls can be obtained in several ways, e.g., by solving a critical link set detection problem [8]. In general, the
cardinality of Ls may range from few disrupted links that cause a degradation in the overall throughput that
can be supported by the network, to massive failures that disconnect parts of the network forming different
disconnected subgraphs.
Under normal conditions, the traffic in Γ(i, j) is routed over G(N,L). Upon the occurrence of disaster s, we
assume that the network will first try to recover the traffic by exploiting the spare resources available in the
resulting topology G(N,L \ Ls) in a process known as service restoration [9]. After this step, the remaining
traffic that can not be served by the optical network, denoted by Θ(i, j) for each node pair (i, j), is served by new
wireless links created with the help of UAVs. More in depth, let T be the set of available wireless technologies.
Each wireless technology t ∈ T is characterized by a maximum distance DMAXt between two relay nodes and
by a maximum capacity CMAXt . Clearly, a given amount of traffic Θ(i, j) can be routed through wireless link (i, j)
realized with technology t only under the following two conditions: i) Θ(i, j) < CMAXt for each RI deployed over
the link, and ii) maximum distance between deployed relays over the link lower than DMAXt .
Alg. 1 illustrates the main steps of UAV-DRD. Intuitively, we design our solution by adhering to the following
principles: (i) computation of the number of times that each node is selected to install RI and ROI interfaces to
realize a wireless link, across all the disaster scenarios; (ii) computation of the backup infrastructure necessary to
support each disaster individually, and (iii) computation of the total backup infrastructure over all the scenarios
by analyzing the nodes with a given rule (based on (i) and (ii)). More formally, the UAV-DRD algorithm takes
as input the network graph G(N,L), the set of disaster scenarios S, the characteristics of wireless technology
t, the traffic matrix Γ and the matrix of node distances D. The solution then produces as output: the number of
deployed ROIs NROI, the number RIs to be carried by the UAVs NRI, and number of deployed UAVs NUAV.
In the first part (lines 1-7), UAV-DRD iterates over all the disaster scenarios, in order to compute how many
times each node is used as endpoint of a backup link. In this step, we exploit the following intuitions: i) we select
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the proposed UAV-DRD heuristic.
Data: Network graph G(N,L), set of disaster scenarios S, maximum throughput CMAXt and maximum
distance DMAXt for wireless technology t ∈ T , traffic matrix Γ, and matrix of node distances D
Result: Number of RIs NRI, number of ROI NROI, and number of UAVs NUAV
1 Vn ← 0,∀n ∈ N ;
2 for s ∈ S do
3 LCURR = L \ Ls;
4 while G(N,LCURR) is disconnected do
5 Select (i, j) ← node pair, each node from a different subgraph, favouring shorter distance D(i, j);
6 LCURR ← LCURR ∪ (i, j);
7 Vk ← Vk + 1, ∀k ∈ (i, j);
8 NCURR ← ∅;
9 for n ∈ N sorted by the descending order of V do
10 NCURR ← NCURR ∪ {n};
11 for s ∈ S do
12 NRI( |NCURR |,s), N
ROI
( |NCURR |,s), N
UAV
( |NCURR |,s) ← comp_solution(G(N,L \ Ls),NCURR,Γ,D,D
MAX
t ,C
MAX
t );
13 best_cost ←∞;
14 for i = 0..|NCURR | do
15 solution_cost ←
[
max
s∈S
NRI(i,s)
]
+
[
max
s∈S
NROI(i,s)
]
+
[
max
s∈S
NUAV(i,s)
]
;
16 if solution_cost < best_cost then
17 NRI ← max
s∈S
NRI(i,s);
18 NROI ← max
s∈S
NROI(i,s);
19 NUAV ← max
s∈S
NUAV(i,s) ;
20 return NRI, NROI, NUAV;
node pairs that enable the connection between two different subgraphs that were formed due to the disaster,
prioritizing nodes with shorter distance D(i, j) (line 5) until the graph G(N,LCURR) is connected again (line 4),
and ii) we increase the counter Vk for each node k appearing as endpoint of a wireless link (i, j) (line 7).
In the following step (lines 8-12), the algorithm iterates over the set of nodes N and the set of scenarios S,
in order to derive the number of RIs, ROIs and UAVs for each disaster scenario. More in detail, the nodes in
N are sequentially analyzed, starting from the ones that have the largest values of Vk (line 9). The heuristic
then computes the number of installed RIs, ROIs, and UAVs by considering the set of nodes with ROI and each
scenario s (line 12), taking into account: i) the current optical graph G(N,L \ Ls), ii) the current set of nodes
under consideration NCURR, the traffic matrix Γ, as well as the maximum capacity CMAXt and maximum distance
DMAXt . The comp_solution function generates a temporary graph including the working optical links as well as
the wireless links formed by pairs of nodes with ROIs. Then, the traffic matrix is routed using the shortest path
algorithm and allowing for traffic demands to be routed over multiple paths. We avoid using wireless links as
much as possible by setting the weights of the links in the resulting topology. If the link between nodes i and j
is optical, the link weight is equal to D(i, j). If the link is wireless, its weight is equal to 100 × D(i, j). Based on
the amount of traffic routed over the wireless links, the heuristic computes and returns the number of installed
RIs, ROIs, and UAVs associated with a number of nodes receiving ROIs (i.e., |NCURR |) and a disaster scenario
s are stored (line 12). Finally, the heuristic finds the lowest solution cost with sufficient resources across all the
disaster scenarios (lines 13–19).
4. SCENARIOS UNDER CONSIDERATION
In order to realize the wireless links, we consider a set of wireless technologies, namely IEEE 802.11 ay
[10], Long-Term Evolution (LTE) [11], Free-Space Optical Communication (FSO) [12] and microwave (mW)
[13]. To this aim, Table 1 reports the main features of each technology t in terms of maximum distance DMAXt
and maximum capacity CMAXt . Interestingly, we can note that both the maximum distance and the maximum
capacity notably vary across the set of technologies. For example, the capacity of IEEE 802.11ay is pretty large,
but the distance is typically short (i.e., lower than 1 km). On the other hand, the microwave technology can
achieve large distances, but the rate is typically pretty low (i.e., lower than 2 Gbps).
Focusing then on the optical metro networks, Fig. 2 illustrates the adopted topology [14], which is based
on Stockholm city (Sweden). The resulting graph encompasses |N |=33 optical nodes and |L|=42 optical links.
Focusing on the traffic matrix Γ, we assume a random traffic matrix generated between the node pairs in the
topology, with total traffic exchanged equal to 10 Tbps.
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TABLE I: Wireless Technologies Considered.
Wireless technology Max. Range
(Km)
Data rate
(Gb/s)
IEEE 802.11ay [12] 0.3 20
LTE-A PRO [13] 30 3
FSO [14] 2 1
MICROWAVE [15] 40 1.78
4. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
This section presents the performance assessment of the proposed UAV-based disaster relief architecture for
optical metro networks. We compare our proposed heuristic with a so-called naive heuristic. In our proposed
heuristic, UAV-assisted links can be created between any node pair of the topology, enabling path, subpath and
link restoration for the disrupted traffic. The naive heuristic, on the other hand, can only establish UAV-assisted
links between node pairs which had links disrupted by the evaluated disaster scenario.
4.1 Scenario
Table I reports the four wireless technologies evaluated for the use in the wireless links.
Fig. 2 illustrates the metro optical network in Stockholm, Sweden, adapted from [11], with 33 nodes and 42
links. For this topology, we randomly generate traffic between node pairs, resulting in a traffic matrix with 10
Tbps. We use the critical link set detection model described in [9] to compute the set of worst-case disaster
scenarios ranging from 2 to 12 links disrupted for the Stockholm topology and the traffic matrix considered.
Finally, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the cost of radio-optical interfaces, UAVs and UAV-mounted
interfaces are equivalent.
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Algorithm 2: Proposed Solution
1 Input: V(k,F)  (i, j) 8(i, j) 2 P,D
2 Output: k, nU, nR, nS
3 Obtain d(i, j),8 (i, j) 2 P by solving (1)
4 Obtain k by solving (3), (4), (5) and (6)
5 Obtain nUg, nRg, nSg 8 g 2 G by solving (10),
(11) and (12)
6 Obtain nU, nR, nS , total cost by solving (13)
and (14)
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4. SCENARIO AND RESULTS
4.1 Scenario
We consider a metro optical network deployed in Stockholm (Sweden) reported in [15]. The topology is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The maximum point-to-point distance is 41 km. We consider a two-dimensional traffic
matrix with its ij-th element ti j denoting the amount of traffic sourcing from node i and exiting at node j. We
consider a set of (worst case) disaster obtained with [9]. Each disaster comprises at least one broken link. The
parameters scenario, as shown Table 1a. For simplification purposes we set cU = cR = cS = 1. To assess the
cost of the solution, we consider different access technologies for wireless communications, as shown in Table
1b. Given: optical network topology, disaster set and application/traffic to minimize the cost of the design and
to determine the placement of number of radio-optical ground interfaces such that the traffic requirements are
met, we then run the proposed optimization problem on the Stockholm scenario. Moreover, in order to add a
term of comparison, we solve the cost design problem through a naïve solution, which assumes that all nodes
involved in at least one disaster are equipped with radio capabilities and UAV-Relays bridges replace optical
links exactly where disaster struck. Finally, we assume that the naïve solution is based on previous routing.
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Figure 2: Topology.
4.2 Results
Fig. 3 reports the obtained results. The proposed and naive solutions found a subset of 16 and 28 nodes with
radio capabilities to support all the disaster set through a minimum cost, respectively. Next, we first analyze
the obtained costs. From the Fig. 3, we can see that LTE-A Pro presents the best results in both solutions.
This is because this version of LTE has the best trade-off of maximum distance and data rate among the tested
technologies. In general, this leads to fewer UAVs needed to cover a link and fewer UAV radio interfaces. When
we consider LTE, FSO, 802.11ay and Microwave technologies, the proposed solution is, respectively, 18, 40,
43 and 17 times cheaper compared to the naive solution.
We highlight that in the smart solution, the traffic passing through wireless links is 18% of the total network
traffic, while in the naive solution it represents 32%. This is because the proposed solution realizes a new data
routing taking advantage of the remaining optical topology as much as possible. Thus, we minimize the amount
of traffic that passes over wireless links, which reduces the number of UAV-mounted interfaces needed to reach
the requested traffic. In addition, our solution finds a smaller set of optical nodes with interfaces that solves the
problem. Therefore, we can claim that proposed solution is very cost-effective compared to a naive solution.
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4.2 Results
Fig. 3 reports the obtained results. The proposed and naive solutions found a subset of 16 and 28 nodes with
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the obtained costs. From the Fig. 3, we can see that LTE-A Pro presents the best results in both solutions.
This is because this version of LTE has the best trade-off of maximum distance and data rate among the tested
technologies. In general, this leads to fewer UAVs needed to cover a link and fewer UAV radio interfaces. When
we consider LTE, FSO, 802.11ay and Microwave technologies, the proposed solution is, respectively, 18, 40,
43 and 17 times cheaper compared to the naive solution.
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traffic, while in the naive solution it represents 32%. This is because the proposed solution realizes a new data
routing taking advantage of the remaining optical topology as much as possible. Thus, we minimize the amount
of traffic that passes over wireless links, which reduces the number of UAV-mounted interfaces needed to reach
the requested traffic. In addition, our solution finds a smaller set of optical nodes with interfaces that solves the
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4.2 Numerical Results
Fig. 3 reports the numerical results results obtained. The proposed and naive solutions found a subset of 16
and 28 nodes with radio capabilities to support all the disaster set through a minimum cost, respectively. Next,
we first analyze the obtain d co ts. From the Fig. 3, we can see that LTE-A Pro presents the best results in
both soluti ns. Thi is because this version of LTE has the best trade-off of maximum distance and data rate
am ng the test d te hnologies. In general, this le ds to fewer UAVs needed to cover a link and fewer UAV
radio interfaces. When we consider LTE, FSO, 802.11ay and Microwave technologies, the proposed solution is,
respectively, 18, 40, 43 and 17 times cheaper comp red to the naive solution.
We highlight that i the smart solution, the traffic passing through wireless links is 18% of the total network
traffic, while in the naive solution it represents 32%. This is because the proposed solution realizes a new data
routing taking advantage of the remaining optical topology as much as possible. Thus, we minimize the amount
of traffic that passes over wireless links, which reduces the numb r of UAV-mounted interfaces needed to reach
the requested traffic. In addition, our solu io finds a smaller set of optic l nodes with interfaces that solves the
problem. Therefore, we can claim that proposed s l ti is very cost-effective compared to a naive solution.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have targeted the problem of minimizing the total costs of an UAV-based disaster relief in
optical metro networks. We have considered the dimensioning of the number of radio-optical ground interfaces,
UAV and UAV-mounted radio interfaces needed to in order to recover the requested traffic before disaster. Our
results indicate that the total costs can be greatly reduced compared to the case in which UAV-Relays bridges
replace optical links exactly where disaster struck. Note that the proposed solution can be considered as an
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1b. Given: optical network topology, disaster set and application/traffic to minimize the cost of the design and
to determine the placement of number of radio-optical ground interfaces such that the traffic requirements are
met, we then run the proposed optimization problem on the Stockholm scenario. Moreover, in order to add a
term of comparison, we solve the cost design problem through a naïve solution, which assumes that all nodes
involved in at least one disaster are equipped with radio capabilities and UAV-Relays bridges replace optical
links exactly where disaster struck. Finally, we assume that the naïve solution is based on previous routing.
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4.2 Results
Fig. 3 reports the obtained results. The proposed and naive solutions found a subset of 16 and 28 nodes with
radio capabilities to support all the disaster set t rough a minimum cost, respectively. Next, we first analyze
the obtained c sts. From th Fig. 3, we ca see tha LTE-A Pro presents the best results in both solutions.
T is is because this version of LTE has the best trade-off of maximum distance and data rate among the tested
technologies. In general, this leads to few r UAVs needed to cover a link and fewer UAV radio interfaces. When
we consider LTE, FSO, 802.11ay and Microwave technologies, the proposed solution is, respectively, 18, 40,
43 and 17 times cheaper compared to the naive solution.
We highlight that in the smart solution, the traffic passing through wireless links is 18% of the total network
traffic, while in the naive solution it represents 32%. This is because the proposed solution realizes a new data
routing taking advantage of the remaining optical topology as much as possible. Thus, we minimize the amount
of traffic that passes over wireless links, which reduces the number of UAV-mounted interfaces needed to reach
the requested traffic. In addition, our solution finds a smaller set of optical nodes with interfaces that solves the
problem. Therefore, we can claim that proposed solution is very cost-effective compared to a naive solution.
4.2 Numerical Res lts
Fig. 2 reports he numerical result result obtained evaluated over the percentag of disrupted traffic which
can be recovered by the UAV-bas d disaster relief infrastr cture. Fig. 2a shows that infrastructure designed
by th proposed heuristic costs cheap r than the one d igned by the naive heuristic, regardless of the wireless
e hn ogy us for the infrastructure. The wireless technology that provides the cheapest design the LTE.
The proposed and naive solutions found a subset of 6 and 28 nodes with radio capabilities to support all
the disaster set through a minimum co , respectively. Next, we first analyze the obtained c sts. From the Fig.
3, we can see th t L E-A Pro presents the best results in both solutions. This is because this vers on of LTE
has the best trade-off of maximum distanc nd ata rate among the tested technologies. In general, this leads
to fewer UAVs needed to cover a link and fewer UAV radio interfaces. When we consider LTE, FSO, 802.11ay
and Microwave technologies, the proposed solution is, respectively, 18, 40, 43 and 17 times cheaper compared
to the naive solution.
We highlight that in the smart solution, the traffic passing through wireless links is 18% of the total network
traffic, while in the naive solution it represents 32%. This is because the proposed solution realizes a new data
routing taking advantage of the remaining optical topology as much as possible. Thus, we minimize the amount
of traffic that passes over wireless links, which reduces the number of UAV-mounted interfaces needed to reach
the requested traffic. In addition, our solution finds a smaller set of optical nodes with interfaces that solves the
problem. Therefore, we can claim that proposed solution is very cost-effective compared to a naive solution.
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Algorithm 2: Proposed Solution
1 Input: V(k,F)  (i, j) 8(i, j) 2 P,D
2 Output: k, nU, nR, nS
3 Obtain d(i, j),8 (i, j) 2 P by solving (1)
4 Obtain k by solving (3), (4), (5) and (6)
5 Obtain nUg, nRg, nSg 8 g 2 G by solving (10),
(11) and (12)
6 Obtain nU, nR, nS , total cost by solving (13)
and (14)
TABLE I: Wireless technologies considered.
Wireless technology Max. Range
(Km)
Data rate
(Gb/s)
FSO [11] 2 1
IEEE 802.11ay [12] 0.3 20
LTE-A PRO [13] 30 3
MICROWAVE [14] 40 1.78
4. SCENARIO AND RESULTS
4.1 Scenario
We consider a metro optical network deployed in Stockholm (Sweden) reported in [15]. The topology is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The maximum point-to-point distance is 41 km. We consider a two-dimensional traffic
matrix with its ij-th element ti j denoting the amount of traffic sourcing from node i and exiting at node j. We
consider a set of (worst case) disaster obtained with [9]. Each disaster comprises at least one broken link. The
parameters scenario, as shown Table 1a. For simplification purposes we set cU = cR = cS = 1. To assess the
cost of the solution, we consider different access technologies for wireless communications, as shown in Table
1b. Given: optical network topology, disaster set and application/traffic to minimize the cost of the design and
to determine the placement of number of radio-optical ground interfaces such that the traffic requirements are
met, we then run the proposed optimization problem on the Stockholm scenario. Moreover, in order to add a
term of comparison, we solve the cost design problem through a naïve solution, which assumes that all nodes
involved in at least one disaster are equipped with radio capabilities and UAV-Relays bridges replace optical
links exactly where disaster struck. Finally, we assume that the naïve solution is based on previous routing.
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4.2 Results
Fig. 3 report th obtaine resu ts. The proposed and na v soluti ns found a subset of 16 and 28 nodes with
radio capa ili ies to support l the disaster set through a minimum ost, respectively. Next, we first analyze
the obtained costs. From the Fig. 3, we can see that LTE-A Pr presents the best results in both solutions.
This is because this version of LTE has the best trade-off of maximum distance and data rate among the tested
technologies. I general, this leads to fewer UAVs nee ed to cover a link and fewer UAV radio interfaces. When
we consider LTE, FSO, 802.11ay and Microwave technologies, the proposed solution is, respectively, 18, 40,
43 and 17 times cheaper compared to the naive solution.
We highlight that in the smart solution, the traffic passing through wireless links is 18% of the total network
traffic, while in the naive solution it represents 32%. This is because the proposed solution realizes a new data
routing taking advantage of the remaining optical topology as much as possible. Thus, we minimize the amount
of traffic that passes over wireless links, which reduces the number of UAV-mounted interfaces needed to reach
the requested traffic. In addition, our solution finds a smaller set of optical nodes with interfaces that solves the
problem. Therefore, we can claim that proposed solution is very cost-effective compared to a naive solution.
TABLE I: Wireless Technologies Considered.
Wireless technology Max. Range
(Km)
Data rate
(Gb/s)
IEEE 802.11 ay [10] 0.3 20
LTE-A PRO [11] 30 3
FSO [12] 2 1
MICROWAVE [13] 40 1.78
Focusi g o the traffic matrix  , we assume a random traffic matrix generated between the node pai s in he
topology, with total traffic exchanged equal to 10 Tbps.
Focusing on the disaster events, we use the crit cal link set det ction mod l described in [8] to compute the
set of disrupted links Ls in ach disaster scenario, based on the input topology a d the generated traffic matrix.
LC: please detail t e number of disaster scenarios. Interestingly, the number of links in Ls ranges between
2 and 12, thus representing between 4% and 28% of the total number of links in the topology, disrupted for the
Stockholm topology and the traffic matrix considered. Finally, for the sake of simplicity, we assume a unitary
(adimensional) cost for each RI, ROI and UAV.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We then run UAV-DRD over the considered scenarios. In order to introduce a term of comparison, we also
evaluate a naive heuristic, which greedily establish UAV-based wireless links only for disrupted links in each
disaster scenario. Fig. 2 reports the impact of the percentage of recovered traffic vs. the following indicators:
i) total (unitary) costs (Fig. 2a), ii) total number of RI interfaces (Fig. 2b), total number of UAVs (Fig. 2c),
number of ROIs (Fig. 2d). The analysis of the figures reveals that all the considered metrics are increasing with
the amount of recovered traffic (as expected). Interestingly, the total (unitary) costs are clearly reduced when the
proposed UAV-DRD solution is employed, for all the considered wireless technologies. In addition, the lowest
costs are achieved when the LTE technology is adopted. In particular, the total costs of the network designed
by UAV-DRD with LTE is always around one order of magnitude lower than the one designed by the naive
heuristic using the same technology (when the amount of recovered traffic is larger than 20%).
In the following part, we move our attention to the number of deployed RIs and the number of deployed
UAVs, shown in Fig. 2b and in Fig. 2c, respectively. Interestingly, we can see that the number of RI interfaces
is always clearly higher than the number of UAVs. Moreover, the different technologies strongly impact the
obtained outcomes. In any case, however, the proposed UAV-DRD solution always performs better than the
naive one.
Eventually, we evaluate the n mber of ROI interfaces, shown in Fig. 2d for the LTE case. Interestingly, this
metric is also optimized by UAV-DRD, since our solution operates a wise cho c when selecting the pairs of
nodes that have to b conn ted through he UAV-bas d wirel s links. On the other hand, the naive approach
aims o ly at re-e tablishing solely the links whic were isrupted by the di aster, leading to an increas of ROIs
w.r.t. the UAV-DRD.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have faced the estoration f the connectivity in an optical metro network subject to a disaster by proposing
an architectur able o employ UAV-based wireless li ks to restore the connectivity. We have then designed
UAV-DRD, a simple - yet effective - algorithm to compute the number of RIs, ROIs and UAVs for each node
pair of a given optical topo ogy. Results, obtained over a realistic metro network and a set of disaster scenarios,
prove the efficacy of our solution w.r.t. a naive approach, which instead solely replaces the disrupted links with
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1 Input: V(k,F)  (i, j) 8(i, j) 2 P,D
2 Output: k, nU, nR, nS
3 Obtain d(i, j),8 (i, j) 2 P by solving (1)
4 Obtain k by solving (3), (4), (5) and (6)
5 Obtain nUg, nRg, nSg 8 g 2 G by solving (10),
(11) and (12)
6 Obtain nU, nR, nS , total cost by solving (13)
and (14)
TABLE I: Wireless technologies considered.
Wireless technology Max. Range
(Km)
Data rate
(Gb/s)
FSO [11] 2 1
IEEE 802.11ay [12] 0.3 20
LTE-A PRO [13] 30 3
MICROWAVE [14] 40 1.78
4. SCENARIO AND RESULTS
4.1 Scen io
We consider a metro optical network deployed in Stockholm (Sweden) reported in [15]. The topology is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The maximum point-to-point distance is 41 km. We consider a two-dimensional traffic
matrix with its ij-th element ti j denoting the amount of traffic sourcing from node i and exiting at node j. We
consider a set of (worst case) disaster obtained with [9]. Each disaster comprises at least one broken link. The
parameters scenario, as shown Table 1a. For simplification purposes we set cU = cR = cS = 1. To assess the
cost of the solution, we consider different access technologies for wireless communications, as shown in Table
1b. Given: optical network topology, disaster set and application/traffic to minimize the cost of the design and
to determine the placement of number of radio-optical ground interfaces such that the traffic requirements are
met, we then run the proposed optimization problem on the Stockholm scenario. Moreover, in order to add a
term of comparison, we solve the cost design problem through a naïve solution, which assumes that all nodes
involved in at least one disaster are equipped with radio capabilities and UAV-Relays bridges replace optical
links exactly where disaster struck. Finally, we assume that the naïve solution is based on previous routing.
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Figure 2: Topology.
4.2 Results
Fig. 3 reports the obtained results. The proposed and naive solutions found a subset of 16 and 28 nodes with
radio capabilities t support all he disaster set through a minimum cost, respectively. Next, we first analyze
the obtained costs. From the Fig. 3, we can see that LTE-A Pro presents the best results in both solutions.
This is because this ersion of LTE has the best trade-off of maximum distance and data rate among the tested
technologies. In general, this leads to fewer UAVs needed to cover a link and fewer UAV radio interfaces. When
we consider LTE, FS , 802.11ay and Microwave technologies, the proposed solution is, respectively, 18, 40,
43 and 17 times cheaper compared to the naive solution.
We highlight that in the smart solution, the traffic passing through wireless links is 18% of the total network
traffic, while in the naive solution it represents 32%. This is because the proposed solution realizes a new data
routing taking advantag of the remaining optical topology as much as possible. Thus, we minimize the amount
f traffic that passes over wirel ss links, which reduces the number of UAV-mounted interfaces needed to reach
the requested traffic. In additio , our solution finds a smaller set of optical nodes with interfaces that solves the
problem. Therefore, we can claim that proposed solution is very cost-effective compared to a naive solution.
Focusing on the disaster events, w use a traffic-aware version of the critical link set detection model described
in [8] to compu e he set of disrupted links Ls in each disaster scenario, based on the inpu opology and
the generated traffic matrix. The number of links in Ls ranges b tw en 2 and 12, resulting in |L|=11, hus
represen ing between 4% and 28% of the total number of links in the topology, disrupted for the Stockholm
t pology and the traffic matrix cons dered. Finally, for the sake of simplicity, we assume a unitary (adimensional)
cost for ach RI, RO an UAV.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We then run UAV-DRD ver the considered scenarios. In order to introduce a term of comparison, we also
evaluate a ive heuristic, which greedily establish UAV-based wireless links only for disrupted links in each
disaster scenario. Fig 2 reports the imp ct of the percentage of recov red traffic vs. the following indicators:
i) total (unitary) costs (Fig. 2a), ii) total number of RIs (Fig. 2b), total number of UAVs (Fig. 2c), and number
of ROIs (Fig. 2d). The analysis of the figures reveals that all the considered metrics are increasing with the
amount of r covered traffi (as expecte ). Intere tingly, the total (unitary) c sts are clearly reduced when the
prop sed UAV-DRD solution is mployed, f r all th consid red wirel ss t chnologies. In addition, the lowest
costs are ieved when the LTE chnology is a opted. In particular, the tot l co ts the network designed
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Figure 2: Comparison of the proposed UAV-DRD and the naive approach over the different metrics.
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by UAV-DRD with LTE is always around one order of magnitude lower than the one designed by the naive
heuristic using the same technology (when the amount of recovered traffic is larger than 20%).
In the following part, we move our attention to the number of deployed RIs and the number of deployed UAVs,
shown in Fig. 2b and in Fig. 2c, respectively. We can see that the number of RIs is always clearly higher than
the number of UAVs. Moreover, the different technologies strongly impact the obtained outcomes. Interestingly,
both LTE and microwave require the same number of UAVs for both UAV-DRD and naive strategies, which
is explained by a close trade-off between range and data rates supported by these technologies. In any case,
however, the proposed UAV-DRD solution always performs better than the naive one.
Eventually, we evaluate the number of ROI interfaces, shown in Fig. 2d for the LTE case. Interestingly, this
metric is also optimized by UAV-DRD, since our solution operates a wise choice when selecting the pairs of
nodes that have to be connected through the UAV-based wireless links. On the other hand, the naive approach
aims only at re-establishing solely the links which were disrupted by the disaster, leading to an increase of ROIs
w.r.t. the UAV-DRD.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have faced the restoration of the connectivity in an optical metro network subject to a disaster by proposing
an architecture able to employ UAV-based wireless links. We have then designed UAV-DRD, a simple - yet
effective - algorithm to compute the total number of RIs, ROIs and UAVs in a given optical topology. Results,
obtained over a realistic metro network and a set of disaster scenarios, prove the efficacy of our solution w.r.t.
a naive approach, which instead solely replaces the disrupted links with the wireless ones, without taking into
account the impact on the total costs. On the other hand, we have shown that UAV-DRD always outperforms
the naive solution. In particular, UAV-DRD is able to reduce the total costs by at least one order of magnitude
w.r.t. the naive heuristic.
As future works, we plan the expand our work in the following areas: i) more detailed models to express the
costs, ii) comparison of UAV-DRD w.r.t. optimal approaches, iii) evaluation of the proposed solution during the
post-disaster phase, and iv) integration of multiple RIs on each UAV to realize multiple relays across multiple
links (thus further redcing the costs).
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